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The song is a kind of literary work which involves the composers’ idea and feeling in 

interpreting their sensibilities and moral improvement. 

The purpose of this study is to find out about the detailed meaning and general meaning, also to 

know about the message of Scorpions’ lyrics song “Still Loving You”. 

The method used in this study is descriptive research design. This method will start with 

collecting and reviewing research literature to provide the research data. The data are carefully 

examined for the intention of this study in trying to analyze lyrics song with an emphasis at 

predicting the message expressed in “Still Loving You” systematically, factually and accurately. 

Objective approach is used in this study. The population of this study is “Still Loving You” song 

by Scorpions. The samples of the study are lines or words that have relationship with the 

problem of the study. The data analysis is useful to present the validity of the result of the study. 

The steps in analyzing the data are as follows: 1) Reading and understanding the lyrics song 

contents. 2) Choosing data dealing with the lyrics song study. 3) Selecting data in respect to the 

purpose of the study. 4) Conducting observation of the lyrics. 

Based on the finding of this study, it is found that the detailed meaning “Still Loving you” tells 

that if we really love someone, we have to love him / her with full of our heart. We have to trust 

each other without selling the pass our couple to make our relation last long, facing and solving 

problem well in or love is the success key in loving. The general meaning of “Still Loving You” 

is that the poet swears to force anything that become walls his love. He will always maintain his 

relation and he will always love his lady anyway. Meanwhile, the message of “Still Loving You” 

is true love is not only we have each other but we also have to be ready to face the walls in love 

together. The second message is that a mistake is a natural thing in our life but we have to 

change it and try to not repeat it once more, to become it is a lesson. The third message is that 

trusting each other is a priority in love so that we have to keep it well. In addition, the last 

message is a problem is a proper thing but we have to solve it well so that our relation with other 

is still fine. Actually, love sometime makes someone so happy and sometime, love makes 

someone so sad.  

 


